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Justinian
Vol. XLIII

"We have no concern with the future. "
has not come yet. "
-Oliver Wendell Holmes, Union Trust Co.
v. Grossman, 245 U.S. 412, 417 , (llJI8)

No. 9

Monday, May 7, 1984

LADOUX QUITS·BLASTS TRAGER

DEAN PRINCE:
HALF-CENTURY
ATBLS

I

Bean Jemme Prince

- -----

by Allan Young
Right in the middle of a lecture on the
competency of witnesses in a will probate
contest, the lecture hall doors swung open
to the applause of 110 students, and in rolled
a cake topped by 50 candles to commemorate Dean Jerome Prince' s half-century of
teaching at Brooklyn Law School.
This May marks the completion of the
Dean 's fiftieth year, and on May I. his
students surprised him with a cake in the
form of a book reading "Richardson on
Evidence, 10th Edition by Jerome PrinceFrom the Students in Your 50th-Year Evjdence Class ."
In IlJ33, Prince received his LL.B. from
Brooklyn Law school (then called SI. Lawrence University School of Law), graduating number one in his class . In December,
he was admitted to the New York Bar while
continuing his studies in an S.J .D. (Doctor
of Juris SC.ience) program at SI. Lawrence.
again graduating first in his class .
Prince's academic . skills came to the

attention of Dean Richardson who offered
the star student $50 a week to work with
him on a revision of the Dean's Contracts
textbook . Taking a leave of absence from
private practice with a small Brooklyn law
firm, Prince sat in the library from lJAM to
7PM daily waiting for Richardson to show
up, but at such a lucrative salary, felt obligated to begin revising the book without
Richardson' s supervision. At the end of
two weeks, Prince had revised two chapters , at which time Richardson offered his
research assistant a pan -time nosition
teaching the Dean 's own Contracts class.
By 1936, Prince was revising the nowfamous Richardson on Evidence and in
IlJ37 took on his first """fui'i-time teaching
assignment when Prof. Frankham's illness
called for someone to teach Evidence;
Prince had found his niche.
During World War II. Prof. Prince was
appointed Special Master of hearings conducted by the Office of Price Administration (OPA) . This led to an offer of a job in
Washington working as an allorney for the
OPA at twice his professor' s salary. but
Prince turned it down beca use "I felt
obligated to Dean Richardson and the
school."
.
Shortly thereafer, another opportunity to
leave t·he academic environment was rejected by Prince when the Nassau County
Democratic Party asked him if he would be
interested in running for Congress. Still
later. he turned down an offer to be considered for a position as Nassau Corporation Counsel.
His resume reads like a compendium of
several peop le's biographies . His long
career has included the following positions :
-Chief Counsel to the Joint Legislative
Committee on Court Reorganization
(1965-67)
-Member. Joint Legislative Committee to

Continued on page 5

By Ala. 'Y0tI..
On April 26, Placement Director Paulette
LaDoux submitted a letter of resignation
citing Dean Trager's "lack of support for
this office and for me personally which has
made it impossible for me to continue at the
law school."
Dr . LaDoux indicated that her resignation was "definitely not a sudden
decision ." Trager, who was on vacation in
Israel at the time, learned of the resignation
when he phoned the school during his daily
check . Upon his return Monday, April 30,
Trager issued the following statement
through his secretary: "The Dean feels his
dealings with personnel are personal and
does not wish to discuss them ."
In an interview with Justinian, LaDoux,
who became BLS's Placement Director in
1980, elaborated upon her accustions of administrative non-support :

Bl Michael Screiber
The winner of the second annual iustinian
award is Bailey H . Kuklin . Professor Kuklin
was selected from his colleagues as "the
most" by a plurality of students voting in
an election run by the Justinian on
He is to be presented with a plaque commemorating the award at a wine and cheese
reception 10 be held by the Justinian in the
student lounge on Monday , May 7 at 4:30
p.m .
On learning of the award. Professor
Kuklin's first words were
"oh my god
. that's very nice." After reflecti ng a moment he added "I'm obviously very pleased ."
He also added that "in some respects I ha ve
an unfair advantage over mos t of my colleagues in that I teach three first yea r
classes ...
Professor Kuklin received a pluralit y of
24 vot es of over 240 cast by the students . As
in last years competition votes were divided
among a large number of professors. refle cting the broad range of student ' s ta tes .
fhe second place winner is ' Professor Leon
Wein .
In the last year's voti ng , Professor Maryellen Fullerton easily outdistanced her col-

Published by BrooklynWorks, 2018

PmI'. 8aiie~ ~uklin
Poll watchers for this year's competition ,
like last year's. witnessed student disagreements over who deserved the award. ballotstuffing auempts and general enthusiasm
on the part of most of the stud ent s aware of
the contest. The diversity of student opinion was evidenced by the large number of
professors who divided the votes inter se.

tton .. . un ttl April II? At the April II
cocktail party at the Heimsley, I picked up
eilht job leads. During the Johnson and
Glasser administrations, I was invited
rqularly to alumni functions and they were
extremely productive, Throughout the year,
when I asked to be invited to alumni functions, David Trager's reply was simply,
'No, not this time.' ..
For months, LaDoux explains, she has

Staff Size
The Placement Office staff, according to
LaDoux, is "totally, absolutely inadequate
for the number of students and alumni we
have to serve . Why, when the job market is
bad, when we have an increasing alumni
base each year, do we not try to build a
stronger placement department? The size of
the p1acement clerical staff hasn't increased
since I've been here . The school's solution
of hiring temps as needed is not sufficient
to meet our needs; temporary office
workers aren't invested in the program . The'
tighter the job market and the lower the
prestige of a school, the more regular professional staff is needed."
AIII ••i-PIKe. . .t Reladoll8
Despite Trager's emphasis on building
strong a lumni support through the efforts
of the Alumni O ffice, LaDoux Questions
t he Dean's motives regarding placement.
"Why, since David Trager has betn Dean,
has the administra tion not invited a
member of the professional staff of the

KUKLIN IS "THE MOST"
leagues to win the first annual Professor of
the Year award .

Placement O ffice to one alumni func-

Like last year' s competition, students' comment s accompanying their vote~ showed
their students' primary concerns were for
the Quality of the educational experience,
though several joke ballot s were received .
Unlike last year' s voting, thi ~ year Professor Kuklin received no votes for his "sexiness ."
The following is a sampling of wmments
made by student who desired LO explain
their votes. Comments were selected on the
basis of their clarity, si ncerity , o riginalit y or
their humorou co ntent . The first three pro fessors in the Ii t were respect ively t he fir t
three finisher~ in the voti ng . All other professors have been listed alphabetically .

Bailey Kuklin :
" His approach to teac hing is nOI only inform ative and perceptive. but he also recognizes the importance of presenting a balanced
view of the law . Given the wuntry' s policy
shift to the right , he i indeed a breath of
fresh air for those of us who lived and
fOl,lght througt) the sixties. I am honored 10
have studied under him."
.. He cares, he's bright. he recognizes Student s as thinking, feeli ng human beings .
He's stimulating. He 's the most efficient ."

DireClor l.aDo ux
asked for a list of alumni catalogued by
their area of practice . This information
would be extremely helpful 10 students
seeking jobs in particular areas of law, but
for some reason "this purely clerica l issue"
is yet to be worked out by the administration.
ABA Ev ..... Uon
Dr. LaDoux claims that her office was
"not asked to participate" in the recent
evaluation of BLS conducted by the ABA .

Cuntinued on page 8

'He is nOt out to 'destroy' hi~ s tudent~ ;
he is here to teach us to think and he doe ~ so
in a strong yet compassionate manner. "
"Make~ contracts ~o mewhat entertaining
(if that 's possible) . "
"He is an all around intelligent professo r. His knowledge is not limited to one
area . Every statement he make~ i~ of ~o me
educational interest. He i~ alway~ pleasant
and entertaining . There is no way that a st udent could sleep through one of hi~
classes . "
" He is rig o r o u ~ but makes learning a
pleasure ; he is totally aware (like a bod hisall va) ."
" He is the best prepared and mObt interesting lecturer. Ex pla i n ~ topic~ and appear~
to care about his slUdent s. Alway\ there to
speak to you . "
"Makes you think. sense of humor. always prepared, encourages participation,
demand s preparat ion. policy oriented .
Why. why. why instead of what."
"Most human and non -arrogant professor I have had . He is also extremelv moral
and his lectures combined the ~b~tracl
world of philosophIcal analysis with the
practical aspects of la~ . "

Cuntinued on page 9
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LEITERS

;Justinian
BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL
250 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201
Telephone: (212) 780-7986

1983-84 Editorial Collective ... Bridget Asaro, Steven
Eisenstein, Risa Gerson, David Howe, Adam Pollack,
Michael S. Schreiber, Allan Young.
1984-85 Editorial Collective ... Bridget Asaro, Marla R. Bloch,
Susan L Merrill, Philip Rheinstein, Donna L Riccobono,
Michael S. Schreiber, Ellen Smolinsky, Nina L Sturgeon,
Allan Young.
Ad Manager ... Lee Rubenstein
Photography ... Allan Young.
Staff ... Jeff Houlihan, Ron Kaplan, Kinnet McSweeny,
Jonathan A. Murphy, Scott Pollack, Phil Russell.
Editorials express the opinIons of the EdItOrial Collective
Copyroght 1984 by The JustInIan

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

EDITORIALS
A SPIRIT OF COOPERATION
When we began publishing the paper in September 'as a "new collective" we, as
members. barely knew each other and had only a vague notion of what a collective was, or
how it worked . We knew that the previous collective had been a group of friends that had
decided to change the Justinian from a traditional format headed by an editor-in-chief to
one run through consensus, open to new ideas, that aimed to encourage debate and controver~y. la~t year', ~ollective had been I.:alled a pal.:k of yellow journali~t~. sen~ationali~t.
and one-sided. Could a disparate group of people fro~ different political spectrums
achieve the same results? Did we want to?
In striving for quality, we have argued. stayed up nights. missed important appointments
and lost hours of sleep. We have listened intently to each other's ide.as, evaluated, compromised, reevaluated and then argued some more . But at the end we managed to publish
ten issues. spark some controversy, involve new students as well as encourage faculty and
administration to contribute to the paper.
Through all this we have come to one final conclusion-that this is the proper way to
erve the law school community . No one of us alone could have mustered the necessary
energy. intelligence or talent to accomplish this task.
We cannot help but feel that the administration has something to learn from our experiences. One person alone does not have the breadth of e)(perience to solve all the
school' problems . It requires a consensus of the administration . faculty and students to
achieve the potential of which this chool is capable. We hope the Trager administration
will reevaluate its own policies of decision-making and solicit a broader spectrum of views
from diverse groups within the student body .

Greetings From The New Collective
In a law chool where the student body tends to be fragmented and excluded from the
decision-making processes. the need for a student newspaper is great. The Justinian can
open the lines of communication among the students. the faculty. and the administration.
thereby making law school a less isolating experience. As well as providing an important
source of information to the law chool community. the Justinian can provide a forum for
di parate .. tudent group~ to ~hare their idea~. air their difference. and unite their voil.:e~ to
inlluenl.:e admini~trative deci ion~ .
Although participation with the Justinian may not carry the prestige associated with
BLS's scholarly journals. the newspaper does offer any student an opportunity to make a
real impact on the BLS community. As the members of the 1984-85 Justinian collective we
will work to make this opportunity meaningful.

THE 1983-84 JUSTINIAN COLLECTIVE
CONGRATULATES
THE 1984-85 JUSTINIAN COLLECTIVE
https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss4/1

To the Collective:
On Thursday. April 26. I':IK4 . Vil.:tor
Berger. E q . (Bl' '64) came to tell BLS
st udents about the " pros and cons" of
working as senior corporate counsel for I nternational Telephone and Telegraph . The
"pros" include money. prestige. travel and
a chanl.:e to participate in community affairs . An example of ITT' s evolving so~ial
awareness is the fact that it "ta kes care of
the widow
and children of its
shareholders." Among the "cons". which
were few. Mr. Berger I.:omplained that the
sec retatie~ were second-rate. and that he
"co uld do nothing about this because of
Equal Employment Opportunity legi lation ."
Some .,tudent., haLl ~llmc III hear !'v1 r.
Berger address an i sue he never real.:hed
until prodded by question~ at the end of the
discussion . In 1':173 ITT. which had a $2UtJ
million investment in Chile . wa~ ~a ll ed
before the enate Subcomm ittee on Multi national Corporatiom which wa~ formed
specifically to investigate allegation~ that
ITT wa~ involved in the preparation ~ for
the overthrow of Chile'~ demol.:rati~ally
elected government . According to the
Report to the Commillee on Foreign Relalions.
.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Multinational CorporatlOm. June 21. II} J .
pp . 4-11. U.S . Government Printing Office.
Washi ngton . D.( .. ITT played a major role
in bringing about the coup which. aCl.:ording 10 figure~ from Amne~IY Internat ional. I.:au~ed the deat h~ of more than
2~.1J\J() pellpk "'Uilill the tlll'l:<: 1ll11llth' tilal
followed the takeover. When ~onfronted
with the fact ~ of ITT' , invulvement in
Chile. Mr. Herger attempted to ju~tify
ITr ~ actiom by demeaning Chilean~ and
their political prol.:e~ ~. He also demeaned
hi~ audienl.:e when he implied that I.:ommit ting mayhem i an acceptable alternative to
litigation where financial investments are at
st ake and where the litigation may not be
successful. In other word~. the probable in ·
ability of ITT to Ii ligate su~cessfully the nationalization of it~ a~set~ gave the ~orpora
tion a license to kill .
If the administration of BLS i, going to
in vite "illustriou~ alumni" who represent
wrporation~ who have no regard for the
law . BLS stu dent ~ are at least entitled to
kllll\\ that. and Ill ll be l<:d 1\1 bdie\~ . a,
Mr. Berger would have it. that a ~orpora 
tion'~ di regard for legal prin ci ple~ wn·
stitutes observan~e .
Gloria Ramakus
BLS 2nd year

To Ihe Collective:
The SBA. the body of elected repre entative~ of all the ~tudent~ at BLS . ha~
daimed to ~upport the institution of a day
~are center at the ~chool. However. it ..
publicly stated di~sati~faction with the temporary location of the Day Care Hotline in
it~ office contradict~ that ~ uPPOrt .
The goal of the Hotline. an intermediate
part of Profe~sor Minda', propo al. I~ 10
provide vital information and support to
members of the BL wmmunity. SBA ' ~ reo
fusal to ac~omodate the Hotline ~taff ha ~
ddayed the prompt implementation of the
program .
We agree with ' BA Treasurer. lan~e
Dandridge. as quoted in the pril II th
Justinian : "The SBA hould probably be a~
accomodating as po sible to avoid providing the administration any excu e~ for failing to give thi thing a shot. "
It is eas 10 pay lip ervice by agreeing
with the propo al : let us see the SBA really
lend its upport 10 all its member -parent~
included-by giving the Day Care Hotline a
chance to get started .
The Part ·Time Day Students Society
Cynthia Oachowitz
Allen Gershowitz
Jan Uzzo
ScOIl Sommer

To the Collective:
The first part of this letter is addressed to
Dean Trager' s reply to the SBA's list of
concerns.
Merit Scholarship Program
I saw no point in briefing Sweatt v.
Painter. 339 US 629 (1950) . as I aw no connection between what befell Herman Sweatt
and the intended purpose of your proposed
merit scholarship program . One would infer from the opinion that the difference in
the quality of education between the
University of Texas Law School and the
one specially created for black st udent is
far more e)(treme than the difference between BLS and, let' s say. since you. did.
Harvard , hence making the "question
somewhat c1oser." ·
econdly I was befuddled by the econd
sentence of paragraph two. "The purpose
of the Merit Scholarship program i not to
further benefit a privileged few student s .....
Does this mean that tho e few tudents who
graduate college summa I.:um laude are
privileged and those who don ' t are nonprivileged ? The word "privileged" often
connotes "wealthy." as in the privileged
few ." That ~ertainly could not have been
your intention. however. for what incentive
would the rich have in gOing to BlS at a
savings of a mere few thousand dollar. it
they could go to Harvard. Yale. Columbia .
etc .. at an additional cost of a mere fe\.\e
thousand dollar ? The irony i~ that those
who have no financial worrie~ often fare
better academically. ince they do not have
to work while going to school.
In addition. I sense that you are a~ s uming
that those who excelled in undergraduate
st udies will follow suit in law sc hool. It's a
fair a sumption. but will your administration take into I.:onsideration the difference
in difficulty between the curricula of a bio
maj or (who chose not to go to med ~chool
or could not get into one) and a poli sci major? Even if the bio major got a 4.00 GP ' .
and the poli sci major only a 3. IU . who'~
better suited 10 law school? The blO major
may excel in the sciences alone . And what
happens to the merit scholarship recipient
who after his first semester is either put on
academic probation or just doesn't cut the
mustard-is he or she then charged the normal. " What everyone else pays" price?
Directing your attention to the last
paragraph . "if the SBA is fearful ...... let
me ay that my fear does not lie in the possible diminishment of BL ' funds (i.e ..
NDSl. Urban Corp. BlS ·cholar. hip
Fund. etc .). but rather in the inevitable tuition hike for those upperclass and "nonprivileged" entering st udent ~ that would act
as a "subsidy" to the lowered tuition of the
" privileged few st udent ~" and as an offset
to the financial loss that BlS would mo t
likely incur.
Why is it that BLS' physical expan ion i~
an issue that you feel and a~ yo u hould
warrant student feedback . yet you tate
that the exam schedule i~ an is ue within the
jurisdiction of th e faculty ? The ~cheduling
of final exam i~ as. if not more important
than where our new student lounge will be.
In essence. shouldn't every admini trative
proposal be revealed to the student body
before it is con umated ? The exam chedule
has always been a bone of I.:ontention.
evidence by annual st udent petitions requesting a change . The e reque ts have continually been swept under the carpet.
You tate in the fir t and only paragraph
addre sed to this vitally important tudent ·
concern in your response to the SBA Ii t of
student concerns, the following : " The consensus of a majority of the faculty
member. including the dean. is that the in ·
tere t of tudents continue to be best
served by the extended reading period during the fall emester ." In light of the circulated petitions in the past few years. I
find this statement to be both an in ult and
Continued on page 6
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SECOND CIRCUS REVUE

REVIEw

by Marla Bioth

It's that time of year again . The
temperature soars and the BLS courtyard
fills with would-be frisbee professionals.
You would love to join them out in the sunshine, but you remain fixed to your post in
the library. Finals, you ay to yourself are
only twO weeks away. Just when ' you
thought there was no enjoyment left to law
school, the advertisement appears to let you
know the circus is back in town . Barnum
and Bailey's? No . BLS' s Second Circus
Revue .
Held on April 26, 27, and 28, the 1984
ver ion of Second Circus marked BLS's
ninth year roasting it own faculty, tudents
and curriculum with two and one half hours
of popular songs with lyrics adapted to the
law school experience . The BA funded the
production, contributing $2,700 for lighting
and sound equipment, costumes, props .
and a professional piano player. Proceeds
from ticket sales returned approximately
$1,000 to the SBA bank .
This year's cast wrote, I:horeographed and
rehearsed the Revue for the past three
weeks , although some ideas for this year's
show had been developing in the minds of
those cast members who had performed last
year . These ideas were evidenced in the continuation of the "Larry Law Review"
theme from last year'~ show tthi~ year
Mrs . Larry Law Review becomes a judge in
Kings Supreme and has the chance to
"judge" her ex). and "the News of the
Day" which was reminiscent of Saturday
Night Live's "Weekend Update ."
For the most part, the cast was surprisingly talented . Elise Greenspan. Susan Jennison, Kinnet McSweeney and Mike Feigin
all sang with professionalism and enthusiasm . Kinnet was particularly dynamic
as she belted out "Need Someone to Teach
Me" (referring to Professor Kuklin's sudden departure in the middle of his Property
I class) and " I've (jot a Cru~h on You Bailey
,," . Josh Mallin shocked the audienl:e a~ he
hit the high note~ in hi~ rendition of "If I
Were King of the Courtroom." One
amused viewer expressed his disbelief at
Josh's hidden singing talent : " I didn't
know he had it in him!"
The cast's acting abilities matched its
singing abilities. Chris Schulze p layed a

believable BLS student searching for a job
and Susan Jenni on and Elliot Raines were
equally convincing as the Manhattan corporate attorney and the Brooklyn
negligence lawyer who respectively reject
his application . Elliot' words of rejection
"Beat It" led into Chris's vibrant dance
and song rendition of Michael Jackson's
popular tune.
Mary Malet made up for a few awkward
dance maneuvers With her energy anj enthusiasm which she carried throughout the
show . She played the mood of the audience
well with her timely improvi at ions and adlibbed lines .
With outside pianist Rod Hausen's
assistance, the Second Circus Review Band
(Jonathon Glasser-lead guitar, Rich
Medina - drums , and Phil Rheins tein-bass) accompanied the show with instrumental expertise .
The theme of the review was the muchused Wizard of Oz story. here called "The
Bar Wiz." Elise Greenspan skipped down
the ethical road to find the ethics she never
learned at BLS . On her way she meets
"Spacy Stacey" (Mary Malet as Acting
Dean Stacey Caplow) who repeatedly uttered the well-known phrase. "If I only had
a brain," the ex-prof, Maryellen Fullerton

BLS ALUM TAKES
TOP HONORS IN
COPYRIGHT CONTEST
Warren Shaw, class of 1983, has been
awarded National Fourth Prize in the 1982
Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition,
sponsored by the American Society of
Composers. Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP) , for his essay Copyrighting im-

provised Music.
Mr. Shaw's essay was chosen from nearly
100 papers submitted from law schools
throughout the country by a panel consisting of the Hon . Potter Stewart (retired)
of the United tates Supreme ourt. Hon .
William H. Orrick . Jr. of the United ates
District ourt for the Northern District of
California. and Lloyd N. Cutler of the
Washington D .C. firm of Wilmer. Cutler
and Pickering. The prize includes an award
of $1000 and publication of the winning
essay in volume 32 of the ASCAP
Copyright Law Symposium.
Mr . Shaw is the second Brooklyn Law
School student to win a National Burkan
Prize, the first being Irving Propper back in
1940.
His essav.reviews the peculiarly restrictive
treatment accorded to improvised music by
the copyright laws of the United States. and
recommends a broad interpretation of the
Published
by extend
BrooklynWorks,
2018
law that would
to improvised music

the most complete protection possible
under the Copyright Act of 1976 . It is
argued that such protection, by increasing
the royalites earned from recordings of improvised music, will maximize the creative
growth of this unique art form.
The Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition is sponsored annually by ASCAP in
memory of ASCAP's first General Counsel
who died in 1936 . The awards, designed to
stimulate interest in the field of copyright
law, have been traditional at A CAP since
1938 .
In 1979, Mr . haw received a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Anthropolgy fro m the State
University of New York at Purchase. where
he was graduated with Honors. At
Brooklyn Law School. he was a member of
the editorial collective of the Justinian, and
was Vice President anti a founding member
of the Entertainment Law Society . Mr .
Shaw has also been the recipient of an
American Jurisprudence Award for excellence in the field of Professional Respon sibility , and an Honorable Mention for the
best moot COUrt brief (1981) .
Mr. Shaw is an associate with the law
firm of Weidman and iegel-Baum in New
York City .

(Susan Jennison as Professor Fullerton,
removed from the BLS faculty for her
hearties manner of working a "two credit
class as if it were a twelve credit class"), and
"Zaretsky" (Josh Mallin as the "timid"
law profe sor/attorney who desires the
courage to litigate .)
Highlights of the first act included a
tribute to Dean Johnson who "has gone
from Acting Dean , to Assistant Dean. back
to Acting D~an and is now on leave as a
Dean teaching courses at both Brooklyn
and NYU . " Sung to the tune of Culture
Club's popular "Karma C hameleon ."
"Boy Dean George" sent the audience into
hysterics as Mike Feigin flipped his hat to
reveal ponytails and ribbons and opened his
coat to display a red dress.
The fir t act closed with a "Potpourri"
of songs supposedly developed in an at tempt to put together a second act . The
members of the cast gathered on stage out
of costume and composed "impromptu"
melodies ranging from such tunes as "Why
Can't Every Class be Leitner's " to "Mean
to Me, " a brief exposition on Professor
Holzer ' s behaviour towards his fall constitutional law class. Pointing out that
Holzer was not all that mean to every student. Kinnet McSweeney followed with her

sarcastic tribute to Holzer, " That 's the
Nicest Thing that Anyone' Ever Done for
Me," which referred to the grade point
averages of those st udent s who had Professor Gora for Con Law and were now in
the "top twenty" due to their colleagues'
misfortunes. Dave Touger ended the "Potpourri " with hi off-key version of the
Oscar Me1er Bologna commerc ial. He
sang, "My Bologna has a fir t name. it\
D-A -V- I-D . My Bologna has a second
name, its T - R- -G-E- R." Hi!. ~yllables
were misplaced and hi voice dropped
below every note. but Dave had finally got ten his solo after three years of begging .
The audience loved it.
The second act opened with t he ca st' in ·
terpretation of "The Odd Couple" (a din ner cene at Gary Minda 's and John" Pistol
Whip" Ronayn e's apartment) . Later in the
act in one of the mo t so phisticated segments of the show , member of the cast as
the Peanuts gang explained the anxieties
and tribulations of writing" A Moot Court
Brief" on searc h and eizure. S ung in
rounds and in harmony. the difficult
mu ical skit written by Josh Mallin, wa~
well-performed by the cast. A her "Moot
Coun" . th e I:a~t enacted the "13 - Team '~"
method of law school pedagogy . Mike
Feigin played the loud and abrasive" Dean
T" who insisted that any law st udent who
has paid the money should have the opportunity to learn "the way everybody else
does- outlines . "
"The Supremes" episode was a trio of
songs based on Professor FarrelJ'~ c1as~
room extrapolations. As Kinnet McSweeney,
Su an Jennison. and Elise Greenspan
delivered the tunes on drug and lawyer/
client relationship ("Stop in the name of
law. before you ell that dope . "). attorney
solicitation (Ain ' t no damage high enough:
ain't no lawyer low enough"). and the
problems wilh lime-consuming discovery
demanded of the practicing al\orney. the
male cast members lined the rear of the
stage to give their disorganized, yet delight ful do-wahs to back up "The ·upremes."
In the so phisticated "Thriller" skit
(which would have sufficed as the only
tribute to Holzer in the s how) . "innet
McSweeney comes to the devastating

Continued on page 6
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GORDON AND
MALET
SQUARE OFF

ANNOUNCEMENTS
To the Student Bar AssociationThe men of the building staff thank you for the generous
C hung
Glen
Roy V.
Armando
John
Fred
Juan
Peter
Nick
Claud e
Hung Wood Otis

gift.
Julio

ay Jeff Ho'..' ....

Ro~G.

Riehle

u.s. Army Corps
Natural Resources
Law Society

Jay Hecht ( A BLS alumnus) and John
Bastible. of the U.S . Army Corps of
Engineer . will be in Room 601. BLS . on
Monday. May . from 1:00 to 2:00 to peak
to interested students. class of '1'\4. about
.:areers in the (:orps after gradual ion. Positions are open in the 2(' Federal Plaza and
'X) Chur(:h SI. offices in Manhallan . No
sign-up nece sary .

The Natural Re our(:es Law Society announces publication of Volume 5. Natural
Resources Bulletin . eopie are available in
the lobby . Students wishing to submit articles for Volume I should contact Arnold
Glassman or Sarah Thomas-Gonzalez .

Distinguished Alumni Series
b} Bernie G rllhllm
Vi,lOr Herger . ~enior wun~el al ITT
~poke al Hrooklyn La\\ S,hool III sl udent ~
interesled in pur~uing a ,areer wilh a large
I.·orporation lin Thur~day April 20 . M r.
Herger i~ a I YM graduale of HLS and wa~
pani,ipating 111 Ihe [)i~tlngui hed Alumni
l.ecture ::'erie~ .
Mr. Berger ,,<plained Ihe differelll: e~ beIween working a~ In -how.e ,ounsel and
\\orking for a I.·orporale la\\ firm . He
Illu,hed on the many ne\\ le,hni4ue~ u~ed
by la\\ y cr~ for large ,orporal ion~ . u,h a ~
making \'idell ~ llf mu,k triab and wndu(:l ing "allernate dispule re ol ulion

seminars." Mr . Berger has been with lIT
for over fifteen years and told of his work
in va rio us legal capacities with ITT .
~ number of students took the opportunity to hand o ut material condemninl
ITT' s role in Latin America and Mr . Berger
later answered questions regarding lIT's
Involvement in Chile .
The Alumni Lecture Series is sponsored
by Ihe SBA and Dean Trager and was begun thi~ year . The SHA expel.:t~ to invite
~pea ker s for nexi year and will ,on(:enlrat~
on finding al umn i in area~ whi,h BLS ,tu dent~ are intereSled in .

. T~~ Justinian would like to congratulate the following
mdlvlduals who have been elected to the Executive Board
of the Moot Court Honor Society:
President - Joseph Pickard
Vice-President - James Glasser

First Year
Writing
Competition

The House of Delegates of the SBA met
on April 4th at 8:00 PM . President Mary
The Brooklyn Law Review and the
Malet and other executive officers were able
Br~oklyn Journal of International Law will
to scare up a quorum of delegates. so that cond uct a joinl competiton for membership
the student government would not be ham- open to all first year day and evening
strung by the failure to achieve a working students in good academic standing . Each
quorum as it had for the previous two meet- applicant will be required 10 write a ca 'e
ings .
comment of publishable quality . All comAfter the perfunctory reading and ap- ments will be based on a si ngle closed
proval of the minutes of the previous un iverse problem .
meeting. Secretary Lisa Heide Gordon
Reaistration-Each applicant must su bvoiced her concern about the propriety of mit $15 (to cover the cost of producing the
certain executive actions and the general re- packet) with the attached application form
laxed approach the House of Delegates to the Law Review office .
often has to conform ing to the procedural Dlltesguidelines the body has established for
June 7 . 1984-Competition begin s .
itself. Specifically, Gordon cited the ap- Packets containing the only research materpointments of two student members to the ials to be used in writing the competition
newly-formed student/ faculty committee will be distributed at a mandatory meeting
on grading,policy chaired by Professor Pin- in the Moot Co urt Room . Packet may be
to . Gordon said that the students had been picked up by attendance at one of two sesappointed unilaterally by President Malet sions. The times of these sessions will be
and not via the established nominating pro- 5:00 and 6 :00 p.m .
cedure. Under that procedure, the names of
June 19. 1984-A II competition papers
students interested in a position are to be must be submilled to the Law Review office
solicited by the nominating committee by 9:00 p.m .
August I. 1984- New members should
chaired by 2nd year delegate Scott Pollack
and the House of Delegates fills the posts expect to be notified and begin work by this
by electing them from the list of those duly
nominated .
In defense to the charge of impropriety.
Malet claimed she had been receiving
pressure from Professor Pinto to give him
two names. Additionally. she said that the
nominating committee had posted a nominating list in the S BA office for at least a
week. and that that seemed to have been
plenty of time . Malet then relayed the
names of two of the three students on the
nominations list to Professor Pinto .
Continued on page 6

date.
Se lection - Paper s will be graded
anonymously on t he basis of demonstrated
analytic. creative. tylistic and technical
("blue book" and grammar) facility .
Most members will be selected solely on
the basis of exemplary papers. For papers
th.at do not fall into this category. class rank
Will be a factor.
Law Review plans to elect 25-35 new
members .
The International Law Journal plans to
select 20-30 new members.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Spring Competition Coordinator - Jan Sigmon
Treasurer - David Wilde
Outside Competition Coordinators
Richard Speirs - Carol Edmead
Melissa Matteo
Publis Relations - Stefanie Honig

CONGRA TULATIONS
AND GOOD LUCK
FOR A SUCCESSFUL YEAR

The Justinian
would like to congratulate
the following individuals
. w.ho have been chosen as the
EditOrial Board of Law Review Vol. 51.
Edltor-In-Chief
Linda W intner
Managing Editor
Steven G. Scheinfeld
Executive Articles

Executive Second

& Symposium Editor Circut Review Editors

Shelley Zavlek

Executive Notes
& Topics Editor
Alexander H. Schmidt

Geoffrey Mort
Karen P. Wackerman
Notes Editors
Articles Editors
Second Circuit
Jennifer M. Marre
Nancy A . Brownstein
Review Editors
Barry Rabinovich
Meryl R. Bronson
Amy K. Posner
Wendy S. Weingart
Harry Steinberg
James F. Eller
Robert G. Leonard
Lawrence D. Levit
Book Review & Business Editor
Betsey Nathan
Senior Editor
Jon R. Mostel

CONGRA TULATIONS
AND GOOD LUCK
FOR
A SUCCESSFUL YEAR!
https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss4/1
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GORDON AND MALET
Continued/rom page 4
Delega te reaction to the charges was not
fraught with outrage. They listened, and
ratified the appointments by a fair margin .
Party
In other business. Philip Russell, ABA
Law School Division Representative. who is
making arrangement~ for the graduating
clas 's' party said that the party is planned
for June II th at the 'A' ater Club in Manhattan. He reported that Dean Trager has
pledged administrative support of the affair
of approximately $5.000. The House of
Delegate voted to donate up to $I.()OO to
the party depending on the state o f the
treasury at the end of the year. All BLS
students will be permitted to attend the party which will feature three hour~ of open
bar and a guest of honor faculty member.
T he House of Delegate~ nominated Profe~or I-arrell.

Co_tit. do. Co.-. lttee
The Constitution Committee. chaired by
fir t year evening ~ tudent John I-okarelli .
presented final constitutional amendment
proposals to the House of Delegates . After
some modification, they were passed by the
House. In order to be incorporated , they
must be passed again without amendment
at the next meeting on May 3, and voted
and passed upon by the student body at the
next general election .

Tile

Pro~

A. .Itd. .. ts:
ArtidelX
AMENDMENT

3 . The proposed amendment must be
passed at a regular meeting by a two-thirds
majority of the whole number of members
of the House of Delegates, and by a majority of those voting in a Student Bar Association Special Election conducted by the Election Committee, to be held on the first
Monday of the month following the regular

meeting at which the amendment was
passed.
Arddt IV

ELECTIONS
14. The First, Second, and Third Year
Day Classes are each entitled to six (6) class
Representatives . The First, Second , Third
and Fourth Year Evening Classes are each
entitled to two class Representatives . The
First Yea r Pa rt-Time Class sha ll be entitled
to one Representative . The six Second and
Third Year Day Class students with the
highest vote totals ... (remainder reading
the same) .

Artielt VII
I . Brooklyn Law School's st udent
Representatives to the American Bar Association's Law Student Div;~ :_:: "od the
New York State Bar Association's Law Student
ision shalPlie elected ~ys the student
body at the regular May election .

rn

2. The office of Representati ve to each
of the respective Law Student Divisions
shall be open to any member of the Student
Bar Association of Brooklyn Law School
who is a current dues paying member of the
respective division .
3. The Law Student Division Representatives shall serve a term of office commencing on June I and ending May 31.
4. The Law Student Division Representatives shall be subject to the provisions of
Article VII Removal.

Artkle V
4 . The quorum of the House of
Delegates is a majority of the whole number
of members . No measure may be passed
nor may any other official action be taken
by the House of Delegates except upon the
affirmance of a majority vote of the
members present and voting, excluding
abstentions , p rovided there is a quorum .
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DEAN PRINCE
Continued /rom page I
Study the Administ ration of Justice
(1%7-68)
-Consultan t. New York State Motor Vehicle Bureau (1%9)
-Mayor's Committee on the Judiciary
(1970-77)
-Member, Board of Editors .. N .Y. Law
Journal
-Chairman . Board of Trustees. N.Y.
Supreme Court Library
- Member. N .Y. Conciliation and Appeals
Board (1%9-74) and Chairman (11.)74-79)
-Senior Consulta nt to N.Y. Law Revision
Commission (1976-110), the commission
which wrote New York's Proposed Code of
Evidence .
-Committee on the Accreditation of Law
chools (1970- 74)
-A BA Commi sion on Legal Education
- Member. Board of Tru tees of Brooklyn
Law School
- Member. Board of Trustees. Brooklyn
Bar Association
-C hairman. Eviden ce Panel for se minar ~
for N.Y. trial judges for pa t 20 year~
-Wrote the An nual ' urvey of the New
Yo rk Law of Evide nce for
.Y.
Law
Review and 'yracu e Law Review .
- Referee in Appe llate Division for
lawyers' di ciplinary proceedings
- pecial Hearing Officer for .'. Depl. of
Justice on comcie nti o u~ objecto r case~

-C hairman. Hearsay Panel for N.Y.
judges
-Conducted seminar for N .Y. Academy of
the Judiciary on search and seizure
(1967-69)
-Dean Prince continues to give an annual
orientation lecture on evidence to the state'
newly elected jUdges.
In 1953 , Prince was appointed Dean of
Brooklyn Law School and held that position until 1971. a year which saw the
nation's students erupt in protest over the
war in Vietnam . the invasion of Cambodia
and the killings at Kent ' tate U niversi ty.
When BLS st udent s demanded to be free
from taking final exams. Prince felt it was
time to step down, unable to under tand the
"irrationality of the time . "
The Dean ' plans for the near future include publication of the 11th edition of
Richardson on Evidence to be released after
the Code of Evidence is passed to Ne\.\
York . For next year. he is as kin g the adminis tration to limit hi ~ Evidence c1a~~ to 50
st udent s "pri nci pally to get better performance out o f a \maller group and al 0 ." he
added with a ,huckle. "because I'm beginning feel weary"
t Tue dai~ celebrallon lor the Dean.
one stu dent remarked. "Thl~ i~ the first
time I' ve ever seen him ~ peechle ~~ . "

THE JUSTINIAN
CONGRATULATES
THE GRADUATING
CLASS OF 1984

PAX BOOK EXCHANGE
Where You Save Money!

10% OFF

ALL REVIEW OUTLINES

Gilbert • Nutshell • Caseriotes • Emmanuel • Legalines
Sum & Substance • Smith Review • Black Letter • Blackstone
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108 Lawrence Street
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SBA meetings I can say that I sense that you
are one of the reason s why . Your
monotonous zeal for following procedure
with your Robert' s Rules is a reminder 10 us
all of how much of turn off government can
Continued from page 2
be . It 's indicative of federal and state
a falsehood. It is an in ult in that it implies government's waste of time ~nd money on a
that we as young adults do not know how 10 . small scale. The SBA does not have 10 make
decisions that affect world peace nor does it
best serve our own interests; that we need
represent 2UO milion constituents, so if it
the faculty and administration 10 act as urerrs once in a while in terms of following
rogate parents on our behalves when
procedure to a "t," what harm could be
deciding what is best for us. It is a
done . I'm all for procedure; without it,
falsehood in that it does not best erve the
tyranny would reign . But when procedure is
interests of third year st udents. I find the
the start and end-all for the SBA. where's
exam schedule best serves the interests of
the beef?
the faculty and tend to agree with the sentiOK, OK, semantically I' ll agree-each
ment of Ron Kaplan ' letter to the SBA in
paragraph used the phrase, "We are opthe April 11th Justinian .
posed" instead of "We are concerned"-so
The fall emester t' \tended reading period
what. All right, for some mysterious
may be a courtesy tll first year students and
reason , the SBA did not take a vote (probto those who have not done any work all
ably because there was no quorum) but I'll
semester. For third year students it has
bet you one year's salary (in other words. a
proven to be an inconvenience . I have a
gentleman 's bet for me anyway) that if you
novel, somewhat radical suggestion . If you
were to poll the S BA House of Delegates
feel as I do that post Christmas exams
and BlS's st udent body at large , Y5 percent
behoove first year students in that they are
of them would agree with the sentiment of
novices at taking law school exams and thus
the voiced concerns sent 10 Dean T . So
could use the extra time for st udying. then
what harm was done? Your letter- that's
leave the schedule a is for them, and
what. It did harm 10 a tudent represenchange it for upperclas ' stude nt s . Of
tative organization that a s it is has little
course, thi would mean that BLS wou ld
bargaining power and say when confronted
have two different academic calendars and
with unilateral decision making on the part
final examination sc hedlfles. But I think it's
of this administration .
viable and manageable as upperclass
Respectfull y.
students cou ld start the academic yea r three
Kinnet McSweeney
weeks before the time fir t year tudents
begin . Concededly. some adjustments
would be necessary regarding faculty
PERSONALS
cheduling. however . they would prove to
be minor since. a) . the faculty is salaried on
an annual basi . and b) . many of them hang
To my special graduating "riends:
out here anyway .
Thank you for letting me grow with you
The econd part of t his letter is addressed
Ihese past three years .
to Stuart Diamond ' ~ letter to Dean Trager
Knock 'em dead - but never by losing
re : the SBA List o f Concerns in the April
'ight of Ihe ve ry things thaI make each 01
11th issue of Ihe Justinian . You criticize
your li ves truly wurth living .
publicly one uf Ihe few ub lantive Ihings
God Bless you .
Ihe SBA accomplished Ihis year. Ironically.
Honee
after having been present al rna I of the

MORE
LETTERS

Continued from page 3

SECOND CIRCUS

realization that she has been assigned 10 lhe
Con Law class of any BlS st udent' s worst
nightmare. Adapted to the music of
Michael Jack son' s "Thriller". the lyrics of
the Second Circus "Thriller" were written
by Paul Rheinstein and sung by Mike Feigin
who transforms from an average law st udent offering a Holzer outline as a ticket
through the c1ass-" He's out to get you,
his questions closing in on every side/ He
will defeat you, unless you buy a copy of
my outline/ Now is the time, it wil give you
all the information/ Please buy it now . I'll
save you from his terrible exam-and from
Ayn Rand"-into Holzer himself, clot hed
in black leather and chains. A dark stage,
gyrating dancers, and the driving rhythms
of the Second Circus band surrounded
Mike Feigin as he sang.
The highlight of the second act neared as
Elise and her entourage wound their way up
the ethical road to the chambers of the
mighty Bar Wiz who, of course, refused to
allow them entrance . The Bar Wiz turned
out 10 be Professor Farrell who was appropriately draped in BarBri Superstars and
SM H Bar Review plastic tablecloths. Farrell
rewarded "Spacey Stacey" with a bag of
marbles from the" Joe Crea collection" for
brains, the keys to Professor Hauptman's
office, where an unused heart could be
found, went to "ex-professor Fullerton,"
and two brass spheroids to "Zaretsky" for
courage. He assured Elise that BLS had
provided her with sufficient knowledge of
ethics and left her with the words of the
great philosopher Leon Wein, "Dress
British, Think Yiddish ." After a quick
change of costume, the entire cast wrapped
up the second act with a spirited finale
"Give My Regards to Brooklyn ."
When asked if he would return to do the
show next year, Farrell aid that he. like
Johnny Carson . never does "three jokes on
the same subject ," and that "this year was
it" for him.

To all who viewed and participated in
this year's Second Circus, the extr~vaganza
was a huge success. Murmurings from the
crowd revealed the sentiment that this
year's production was , perhaps, the best
show of the past three years . SBA President
Mary Malet enjoyed performing in this
year's 'show more than in last year's show,
and she, too, thought the production extremely successful. Professor Fullerton said
she loved the performance and said that she
had noth ing "to complain about since they
abused you (the Justinian) more than me!"
Professor Leitner thought that the show
had a lot of "UMPF" and jestingly he
remarked that there were "not enough
Jerry Leitner" jokes in the script. As compared to like revues presented at Seton Hall
and Georgetown Law Schools, BLS's Second Circus Revue ranked first in Professor
Pinto's estimation . Professor erea also enjoyed the show , though the tribute to his
teaching style "Maniac" had to be explained
to him by fellow viewers . One of the only
criticism s heard from faculty members was
the frequent jokes which they felt denigrated BlS.
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Moot Court

The Moot Court Honor Society is currently discussing the possibility of hosting
The Supreme Court has found that
an intramural moot court competition at
Resolution 84-005
Purpose
education is the basic tool which enables inBrooklyn Law School. No further informaThis bill amends Section 612(c) (17) to ex- tion on the details of this competition is
dividuals to lead productive lives to benefit
In opposition to AN ACT to the Educatend the tuition income tax deduction to a available at this time.
society. Education is fundamental to the
tion Law, in relation to student awards and
spouse of a taxpayer .
maintenance of society . There are social
In further news. a committee com prised
assistance
and
requiring
selective
service
costs when a specific group is not able to
of Society members is presently in the proregistration.
Report
pursue the necessary skills upon which our
cess of rewriting the Moot Court Honor
Purpose
Under existing law . a New York State Society Constitution. Society members are
society rests . Pyler v. Doe,2 457 U .S . 202
taxpayer
is
entitled
to
an
income
tax
deduc(1982) . A specific group of men should not
being encouraged to make suggestions
tion for tuition paid on behalf of a depen - regarding their views on possi ble changes.
be denied financial assistance that will efThis bill adds new sections 607-a and
dent
for
a
full-time
attendance
at
an
institufectively deny them an education where
The Society's Manual Committee is PUt686-a to require students elegible for awards
tion of higher education. However. under ting together a booklet to aid students who
they are qualified to receive aid but have
and/or assistance. to provide the commisthis
existing
law.
the
definitio
n·
of
a
depennot registered with the selective service
are interesteed in participating in this fall
sioners with selective service status informasystem. Such a measure is a bill of attainder . tion where appropriate. Further. this will dent does not extend to a spou e .
membership competition . The committee
would
simply
extend
the
This
legislation
has proposed that information on oral
as well as a breach of the Fifth Amendment
prevent an eligible recipient . who has failed
tax deduction for tuition paid on behalf of arguments. the rules and time schedule of
privilege against self-incrimination .
to register. and be classified within the
a dependent. including a spouse of a tax- the fall competition. responsibilities of
selective service system as may be required.
payer .
Article I. Section 10. Clause 3 of the
members. and helpful hints on brief writing
from receiving any such award. aid or
If a taxpayer is entitled to the deduction and oral advocacy be included in this
United Staes Consitution prohibits states
assistance .
for tuition paid on behalf of a dependent. Manual. Input from Society members is enfrom passing a bill of attainder. The raReport
there is no apparent reason why this deduc- couraged .
tionale for the prohibition is to prevent the
tion should not be extended to the spouse
legislature from determining guilt and from
Finally. a set of Supreme Court
of the taxpayer as well. The deduction Reporters has been donated to the Society
inflicting punishment upon an identifiable
Resolution 84-002
should
apply
to
a
spouse
attending
an
in'
group without the protection of a judicial
by Mrs . Mary Kaufman in honor of
stitution of higher education on a full -time Michael D . Kaufman . This donation was
trial. The Supreme Court has held that the
In support of AN ACT to amend the Tax
as
any
other
dependent
.
basis
.
as
well
Bill of Attainder clause should be applied
made to the Society through its faculty adLaw. in relation to tuition deduction for a
Chairman of Ihe Committee:
generally . United States v. Brown, 381 U.S.
visor. Prof. Holzer . No further information
spouse .
Slnen
Weinberg
437. 442 (1965) . This is especially true
on this donation was available at pre s time .
where the legislature is not as politically independent as the judges and juries to determine guilt and punishment.
The proposed bill does not regulate
future compliance with the selective service
statutes. As stated by one court. the
measure would reach back to the past act of
nonregistration . It would punitively deprive
someone assistance and thereby deprive
that person an education for failure to
register for the draft where there is no relationship between the qualifications for aid
and for draft registration . Doe v. Selective
Service System, 557 F. Supp . 1J37 (D . Minn .
1983) . Whether or not nonregistration was
intentional. as required under 50 U .S .c.
Section 462 (198 I). or nol. the bill assumes
that nonregistrants have a guilty intent.
Whereas. a registrant may mistakenly
believe that he is exempt from filing . Doe at
943 .
The bill also violate the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimi nation
which may be applied in administrative proceedings . Murphy v. Waterfront Comm 'n,
378 U.S . 52. 94 . The denial of financial
assistance to students who assert the Fifth
Amendment privilege is an impermissable
burden on the exercise of that privilege . The
denial of various rights due to the exercise
of the Fifth Amendment privilege has been
held to be impermissable by the Supreme
Court . Lefkowitz v. Cunningham,
43 I
U . . 801 (1977); Lefkowitz v. Turley, 414
U.S . 70 (1973) : Garrity v. New Jersey, 385
U.S. 493 (1967) ; and Spevack v. Klein , 385
U.S. 51 I (1%7) .

PASS
WI.TH
PIEPER
The Pieper seminar is now the "hot" bar review course in
New York. Pieper organizes and summarizes the law you need

The student is forced to incrimnate
himself since a false statement could lead to
prosecution for perjury . 20 U.S .
ection
1097 (1982). and since nonregistration is a
criminal offense. 50 U.S. . Section 462
(1981) . Thu . the information required may
clearly incriminate nonregistrants and could
furnish a link in the chain of evidence u ed
to pro ecute the student. An assertion of
the privilege will merely put the selective
service sy tern on notice that a student has
violated the draft registration law . Doe at
947 .
The propo ed bill should be opposed
since it would violate the Bill of Attainder
clause and the Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incr imation by denying aid for
education to a person who failed to register
with the elect ive service ystem but may
have ful filled all of the other requirements
for financial as i tance .
Chairman of the Committee: Steven
Weinberg

Published by BrooklynWorks, 2018

to pass the Exam without bulky, hard-to-read books.
John Pieper will guide you through that difficult period,
leaving nothing to chance. Does his personal approach work?
Don't take our word - ask our alumni.

Pieper New York··Multistate Bar Review, Ltd.
90 Willis Avenue
Mineola, New York 11501
(516) 747-4311
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NYSBA/LSD NEWS
The Executive Committee of the Law
Student Division (LSD)of the New York
State Bar Association (NYSBA) held its
Spring meeting on Friday, April 27th at the
Hilton Hotel in conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the Association .
After the minutes of the January 20th
meeting were unanimously approved, the
winners of the John P. Hederman Writing
Competition were announced . The first
place winner was Elliott Raines from
Brooklyn Law School; the second place
winner was Andrew Segal from Cardozo
Law School. Both Mr. Raines and Mr.
Segal were presented with cash awards and
certificates at a ceremony held on Friday
morning . Mr. Raines received $350, and
M r. Segal, $250 . The topic of this year's
Competition wa the Duty to Zealously
Represent vs. the Ethical Obligation to Disclose . The final selections were made by
Judge Dominic Gabrielli . former New York
Court of Appeals Judge . It was reported
that during the presentation Judge Gabrielli
spoke ent husiastically of the high quality of
the entrie and urged that the competition
be continued . In light of the change in time
frame for next year 's Competition , suggestions for modification were elicited and discussed.
Next. the Executive Committee was addre sed by Ellen Lieberman. a practici ng attorney 'a nd member of the Legal Education
and dmi sions Committee. who explained
that the Committee' S purpo e i to study
various de velopments in and standards of
legal edu ation and adm ission to the bar.
The Commitlee i interested in having a law
student liaison who would be a non -voting
member and provide input o n' matter of
.:oncern to law tudents. The Membership
Committee is also seeking a law student
liaison . This Committee is preparing a fiveyear plan for the Bar and is particularly interested in increasing its ranks of women
lawyers . A female law student is needed to
erve as liaison . Michael Carlucci, a BLS
student. is already serving as temporary
liaison to the Committee. Christine Kicinski,
another BLS student. volunteered to serve
as temporary liaison to both the Education
and Membership Committees. By the
Aug ust meeting an application process will
be set up so that all LSD members may apply for liaison positions to the various
NYSBA Committees. In this way law students who are not members of the Executive Committee will have increased opportunities to participate more fully in NYSBA
activities. and membership in the LSD
should increase . Two other committees that
have requested student liaisons are the Specialization Committee and the Lawyer Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Committee .

Next , LSD membership figures were reported . Out of approximately 14,000 law
students in NY State, 4 ,257 are members of
the NYSBA / LSD . Followin\ are membership figures for most of the state's law
' schools:
NY Law School 564 Hofstra 281
Yeshiva 232
St. John's 527
Albany 178
Brooklyn 517
NYU 110
Fordham 335
Columbia 107
Pace 328
Cornell 72
Buffalo 283
CIJNY 39
The total figure includes out-of-state students and those members who are awaiting
admission to the bar.
After the membership report was given ,
the Financial Aid Brochure project was explained. Since the Bar Association receives
requests for financial aid from law students
throughout the state, it has decided to put
together a brochure that could be disseminated upon request. The representative
from St. John 's volunteered to work on the
project.
The report of the Legislative Action
Committee, a joint effon by the ABA and
NYSBA LSD' s, was presented . The Execu tive Committee passed two resolutions :
84-002 supports an act to amend the Tax
Law. in relation to tuition deduction for a
spouse: 84-005 opposes an act to the Educa tion Law, in relation to student awards and
assistance requiring selective service registration . The LAC would like new participants. and the Albany representative volunteered to serve .
Upcoming events of the ABA were then
announced. They include a study of the role
of Administrative Law Judges and the summer caucus that will be held at NY Law
School on Saturday. June 16th from 10 AM
to 5PM .
The final item of business was the report
of the Nominating Committee and the election of officers . After a lengthy discussion a
vote was taken and the following law students were elected as Officers of the LSD:
Michael Carlucci (Brooklyn Law School),
Chairperson
Christine Kicinski (Brooklyn Law School),
Vice-Chairperson
Elaine Press (Touro Law School), Secretary
Robert Dinerstein (Buffalo Law School,
Treasurer
Lastly, certificates of appreciation were·
presented to graduating members of the Executive Committee.
The next meeting of the NYSBA / LSD
will be held in August. The date and place
have nO! yet been designated .
Respectfully ubmitted ,
Christine Kicinski

LADOUX QUITS
Continued/rom page I
. .t

"David Trager and I have not talked
budget since July of 1983," LaDoux said,
noting that she had to read the last issue of
Justinian to find out that the Dean plans to
increase next year's Placement Office
budget. It wasn't until this month that
LaDoux was informed that her 1983-84
budget had been approved, two months
before the end of the school year.

ProttOUl IIHre4
In July 1982, Dr . LaDoux submitted to
then Dean Johnson a 200-page proposal
suggesting improvements and changes in
the Placement Office . By Fall 1983 , said
LaDoux, Dean Trager admitted that he had
not yet read the proposal , and "he hasn't
mentioned it since ." One of the suggestions
mentioned in the report was a "Career
Phone" whereby alumni who are still looking for jobs would be able to listen to a daily tape listing job openings, thus
!Iiminating the need for them to come to
the school to look at the bulletin board .
0tI1y Two COilferellCel
Since July 1983 , Dean Trager has met only twice with Dr . LaDoux . The first
meeting, says LaDoux, was to discuss how
10 deal with students who lie on their
resumes. The second conference dealt with
why BLS was not given credit in Dr .
LaDoux's pamphlet entitled "The Law
Resume." "Since taking office," LaDoux
asserts , "David Trager has never been in
Ihe Placement Office ."
Recnllter COMplal.ts
Unfavorable comments about the limited
amount of space devoted to on-campus
recruitment appears to be filtering back to
the Placement Office . The latest is that
some members of the firm of Stroock &
5troock & Lavan, one of BLS's regular
recruiters, refer to the interview rooms as
"closets." LaDoux fears what will happen
next Fall, when there are "absolutly no adequate facilities for recruitment ."
Facility Apathy
LaDoux confessed that the faculty is
generally not helpful in making contacts for
the school, with a few "notable
exceptions . " She pointed out that Professor Richard Farrell often brings job leads
into the Placement Office and Professor
Jerome Leitner "is here on a regular
basis-going through the active files of
alumni and coming in with job openings."
Another annoyance, says LaDoux. is that
although Placement receives the current
edition of the New York volume of the
Martindale Hubbell Dir~ctory, her office
has to wait a year to get the rest of the set
from the library's discarded editions .

While other offices were asked to submit
self-study reports for a compilation to be
given to the evaluators, no such report was
required of the Placement Office . Furthermore, the Dean sent copies of the compiled
report to other offices, including Justinian,
but the Placement Office received no such
report . The entire on-campus evaluation of
the Placement Office, according to
LaDoux, consisted of a "quick visit" to get
statistics. LaDoux was not interviewed personally, nor were any members of the place"",
ment staff.
The Director is unable to account for this
attitude towards placement . HI have no
idea why [Dean Trager) has ignored this office." Indicating that she is willing to stay
until a transi tion can be effected, Dr.
LaDoux plans to interview at other law
schools for a position similar to the one she
held at BLS .
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PROFESSOR- OF THE YEAR

Continued/rom page J

Dorothy Henderson :
"She's extremely well organized ; interested in the material and concerned that the
st udents understand it . animated ."
Henry Mark H olzer :
"He brings a new slant to a normally dry
subject matter. while decidedly opinionated
and political . his fairnes and objectivity
shine through ."
" I respect him as a true edu(;ator . one
who holds his st udents in the highest
regard . and treat s them with respect and
fairness . I only hope he receives from hi
students everything he gave them ."
"He is a consciousness-raising. fair minded . dedicated professor."
" For his original score of ' I wis h you
love ' accompanied by Count Basie and hi s
orchestra .•,
Hi black turtleneck makes him
look like a priest ."
" He raised my rank by failing his stu dents and I took another profe sor. "
. He's such a teddy bear!"
" H is teaching sty le is unique and innovative and he prac tices what he preaches."

Joe Crea :
"He's pro-bono king."
"He's a madman!! His classes are never
unexciting while he also maintains high
levels of intere t in the subjects taught ."
"He is cute ."
"He' s an intelligent well-educated and
humo rous man . As a teacher he's well prepared . He cares about his students and
teaches them more than textbook laws .
He's also retiring next year and I think this
would he a nice end-off."
"If he can make Corps bearable. he deserves the world _"
"His class is the most practical. We don',
concentrate on b lackletter law which can be
learned by reading a textbook . .. provides
the class with invaluable knowledge which
will make all of us better lawyers ."
" . . . My opinion of his teaching is that
he' s pretty good . i admire him mo re as a
person because he combines. . a realistic
unsentimental notion of ho w d isgus ting
people (usually) are with an ideali m or fit
least a con viction that people being vile
doesn't exc use cynici m ."
. . concerned about the welfare of the
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Ethan Levin Epstein :
"Excellent knowledge of both law and
real life experience . Rapport with class exceptional. ..
Richard Farrell :
"Entertaining, wears my kind o f clothes."
He's funny. in telligent and doesn ' t
talk down to student s. He also draws the
best cartoons of any professor. "
" .. . He knows the material (C PLR) in side out and is extremely competent in explaining the material to his student s in a
coherent fashion . Anyone who. leave his
course at the end of a semester knows the
intricacies of C PLR if they put orne time
into the course . Besides, he has a great attitude and keep th e class entertai~ed
I
had hi c1a s~ fo ur nights/ week over the ·
summer . _. and after wo rking all day I still
looked forward to attending hi clas es at
night. what mo re can a pro f do?"
Barbara Brudno:
"Her clear and cogent presentation of
the mate rial and her views on life in
general. ,.

Michael Gerber :
"His door is always open . he' s easy to
talk with , he 's an excellent teacher and just
a great gu y all aro und ."
"Becau se he' s just as good as Maryellen
Fullerton ! "
" I liked hi busine s reorg class . "
.1.."

P roL Ge rber
Larry Gerzog :
"We never have c1as !"

Co ntinued on page 10

After Investing Thousands
Of Dollars In Your
Legal Education,
Have You Found the Job
You Want?
Practical Career Systems Offers
a Simple, Pragmatic Approach to:
• Job Market Analysis
• Targeted Job Searches
• Interview-Generating Resumes
and Cover Letters
• Interview Techniques

Ready to benefit from your law school investment?
Ask about pes' $125.00 Introductory Package
of 3 career consultations.
(212) 344-3500

Practical Career Systems

A service of Employment Relations Counsellors, Inc.
Phyllis Eisenberg, Director
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Arthur Pinto :
"There ain ' t no better ... motivates the .
disinterested . "
Great bow ties."
" ... demanding but fair."
"He brings corporate law to (life?) revealing the personalities behind the 'ivory
tower' subjects of the litigation . He is
always well prepared , spurs lively debate .
and also is always good for a good laugh! "
" He likes to watch Dynasty .'"

MORE PROFS.
ronrinuedfrom page 9
Leon Wein :
"Emertaining. enlightening. educational.
energetic. effervescent. extraordinary. and
eloq uem . "
Enjoys teaching his subject and
passes the excitement he finds in the law on
to his studems
witty articulate and
teaches his subject well."
"I came to law school to learn the law,
and Professor Wein gives you the law ."
"Because Leon Wein is a lean, mean,
teaching machine ."
"He tells it like it i ... what to expect as
a lawyer as 'well as what the law is
although he is emertaining and funny,
everyone in the class ha really learned
about property ."
.
"As a person : he' s a ' mensch '
A~ a
prof. : excellent. make class actually enjoyable
teaches property while not
overburdening you with assignmems
gives fair exams .. . i there any money in
this for him???"
" He teaches the law (New York of
course)"
bnlilam mind . .. personable and imerested
He delivers 'the beef' at each lect ure."
.. He takes dry subject matter and makes
it imeresting, in addition to gelling his
point acr s in a relaxed atmosphere ."
Irreverant , what he teaches, you
remember ."
" He has a captivating method of teaching and a unique anlaysis of the law . Incredibly understanding arrd always enjoyable. His class is always full ."

Ursula Bemele:
"Her devotion, commitment and desi re
to assi t those who have been unlawfully
sentenced to death is the only aspect of
[BLS) that has made legal education wo rth while for me . Keep the fa ith ... "
"She's been in the New York Times!"
. "For her fine work in vi ndicating the
rights of indigent priso ners under sentence
of death . She is an example to everyone
who passes through the doors of this institutio n ."
Margaret Berger:
" [Her) course in evidence was precisely
what a law school class should be . S he discouraged the ' learn the rule' approach ,
which is all too prevalem at BLS . Rather,
she encourages students to evaluate the
rules of evidence, to think and to criticize .
What really makes her 'the most' though is
the enthusiasm and mastery of tl]e subject
matter which she brings to her course ."
" Organized , challenging, thought -provo king , all-around excellent teacher ."
" I kn ow her son 'Ham .'"
" [She) is in constant comro l
her
teaching style provides for the most detailed
yet efficiem use of class time that I have encount ered during my first year
While
her exams are diffic ult . her grading is fair
and consistent."
Dean Jerome Prince :
" You can't go wrong with tradition ."
"Concise and considerate of s tudent ~ "
John Ronayne :
"No nonsense kind of guy . " .
.. I appreciate his black letter concentration ."

With This' Ad Only

Prof. PintCl
Elizabeth Schneider:
" he put s some fresh air into the mu ty
old law ."
.. she is interested abo ut getting feedback re her co urse workload and other
areas of student 'life/ wor k ."
Dean David Trager:
. . . he's not polished . but he is extremely bright. His grasp of the iss ues and
refusal to accept easy analyses is extraordinary."
" . . . although tortured by intellectual
self-doubt he, like Robert Moses, can barely raise his voice above a whisper in making
known his own views."
In addition to the above comments,
students cast votes in favor of the following
faculty member s and others
Chernenko, Comerford . Ste ven Emanuel. .
Gerard Gilbride, Kaynard , John Lyttle.
Robert Pitler . Saney . S herman . Dean
" Trigger". Marilyn Walters and Phil
Yonge . One abstention was also cast.
Martin Hauptman :
"Tremendous teacher, tough but very
fair, yo u can't help but learning the
materiaL"
. . the most consistent ."

Inslanl
PISSPORT PHOTOS

Norman Poser :
" Because of the wonderful things he
does."
.. He is the nicest man I ever saw ."
" . . . His teaching style is more adult
than most , which makes you learn more.
He sustains the class interest in the subject
maller ."
always manages to adhere to the
syllabus '" also recommends his students
for positions with his colleagues in the securities industry . This is the kind of suppOrt
that serves the best interests of the BLS
community ."
Gerald McLaughlin :
It' s too bad he isn ' t a full time
faculty member ."
He only ca lls on volunteers."
Jack Meehan :
"Patience and understanding when dealing with student s."
Michael Myerso n:
" . .. Where possi ble tailors his approach
to specific needs of student s. "
" ... he taught me how to write ."

Continued on page II

VERMONT LAW SCHOOL

t
BEAUTIFUL I

Maryellen Fullerton
"She's the most scholarly and devot ed
professor (despite the fact she didn ' t go to
Harvard), and her new hair.-do is spectacular. "
"She cares about teaching and is demanding which MOST law sc hool profs
here ARE NOT . You learn in her cour es
and have great respect for her knowledge of
her subject ... she's great !"
"She st ill stands as one of the most accessi ble and professional teachers at BLS."
"She is the most dedicated professor it
... has been my pleasure to know . She is intellectual and hardworking . .. s he is a pleasure to talk with ."
"Great , great socratic met hod! "
.. As a first year tudent. I was ve ry impressed by her as a classroom manager (a a
former teacher myself) . Two years later,
I'm j ust a impressed by this not to mention
her pedagogical skill in eliciting responses.
She's challenging, opinionated and interest ing . I've also reached the conclusion that
'veryone should have her for Civ . Pro . (if
'! could stand it)."
•No o ne is even close to her ... ..
"the obvious"
"S he s hould be elected to another term ."

SUMMER SESSIONS '84

A.~:':~~~~:E::o~o~:~ s~~~!~~'ld li ill

June IO-June 23. Mon.-Thurs . - 9 :00-12 :00 2 credits
'
Toxic Chemicals & the Law, B.D. Roebu ck.
Roger Smith & Jeffrey Trauberman
June 24-July 7, Mon .-Thurs. - 9 :00- 12 :00 2 credits
Wildlife & Forestry Law, Patrick Pare nteau & Frank Reed
July 8-July 21. Mon .-Thurs . - 9 :00- 12:00 2 credits
Land Use & Environmental Law Litigation, Gregor I. McGregor
June IO-July 21. Friday s only - 9 :00- 12 :00 & I :00-4 :00 (all day) 3 credih
Advanced Planning, Analysis & Management, Rick Melberth
June IO-July 21. Weds. - 6:00-9 :00 and Sats . - 9 :00-12:00 3 c redi ts

DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROJECT

"*"'*

• Wailing time II 2
Of ....
• CorIom'w with U.s. paaport NgUIatIorw

• YCAII ~ 01 CCJk)t Of . .W
• eorw.nIent doWntoWn location

85.00

Negotiation, Michael Wheeler
June IO-June 23. Mon.-Thurs. - 1:00-4 :00 2 c redit~
Mediation - Leonard L. Riskin
June 24-July 7. Mon.-Thurs. - 6 :00-9 :00 2 credit~
Arbitration, Jo hn P. McCrory
July 8-Jul y 21. Mon .-Thurs. - 1:00-4 :00 2 Credits

For Further Information, Phone or Write:
Ulla Virks
Environmental Law Center, V ERMONT LAW SCHOOL
So uth Roya lton, VT 05068
(802) 763-8303

HJ..Fi Cam era Exchange

317 Peart St. (Cor. Fulton)
https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss4/1
Dtn. 1IrooIdyn, NY 155-1515

Vermont Law School is an Equal Educational Institution.
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SBA CANDIDATES SPEAK ON TH E ISSUES
Howard WYRn

MichKI S. Schreiber

Candidate for President
Unity Party

Candidate for Vice-President

I am running for SBA Vice-President
because I believe that the ~BA can be a
There is nothing worse than listening to
more effective advocate of student interests
political cand idates make empty promises
and concerns than it has been in recent
abou t the myriad of impro~ements they are
years. Infighting and lax procedural mechgoing to make if elected . It is for this reason
anisms have significantly weakened the
that I refuse to make promises that I might
ability of the SBA to represent the tudent
not be able to keep. I can only promise to
body to the administration .
work as hard as I ca n to represent the best
Together with my running mates Bernie
interests of the student body .
Graham, Orren Wei ber. Phyllis Radlauer
I ·believe that the place for the SBA to
and Phil Goglas. I hope to continue the
begin its work is in the P lacement Office,
process of revisin~ the SBA Constitution
since, in my opinion, the most pressing prowhich was begun this year . I also intend to
blem at BLS is the lack of quality jobs
effectuate one of the primary con titutional
available both to graduates as well as curroles of th e Vil:e-President which is to inrent students. Since the ultimate goal of
sure that student .:ommittees run smoothly .
most law students is to find quality jobs
Student membe'r~ of SBA Committees and
after graduation, it seems that the most imponant thing that the SBA can do for the . ,t udent / faculty co mmittees ~ho uld be cho'en demol:ratil:ally rather than haphazardl y
student body is to try to revamp the Placeand hould report back to the SBA on a
ment Office . This, among other things is
regular bas is ,0 t hat the .. tudent ma y have
what I will work to improve if I am elected
a more informed and effective voil:e in the
as SBA Vice President.
decision makin g proce ses at Brooklyn Law
·chool. I also hope to pre" the admin istration to e tablish an all-night reading room
which will be open to all ,tudent, .
I have been very acti\c In student affair
o er the la~t t"'o year, . A, a reporter and
ed it or on the JUS/lnlan I have played an active role in keeping tudent~ ab rea ~t of happening~ in the · BA. the administration and
the law ~ehoo l community in general. I feel
that my experience and inte rests together
with those of m y running mates will enable
u~ to more prod ucti vely represent t he Student body in the next year.

David M. Mu rph,
Candidate for V i~e- Pre,idenl
The pa~1 year. I h.: SBA ha, been plagued
by apathy within Ihe Hou e of Delegate, .
This apat~y ha~ rendered Ihe representation
of student opinion ineffe~tive . In order to
correct this problem the student body must
ele~ttho~e people that are willing to a~tlvely
commit their time to representing the opinIon of the st udent body . I-urthermore. the
past year 't he SBA ha, been hindered by
pro~edural argument~ and mi, direl:ted action . a l:haral:terized in the (jrenada
Resolution of the SBA . Similarly. to wrrect
this problem it i, ne~essary to ele.:t people
that will work for ,tudent ~om:ern~ within
the chool a s i the proper ,~ope of the SBA
Hou e of Delegate, .
The role of Vke President i, .:ritkal 10
the actiom of the various SBA .:ommillee,
as well a~ the ' BA Exec uti ve Board . Therefore. it become necessary to elect so meone
wtlling to devote the time to the po,illon . In
the pa t yea r. a, an SBA repre~entallve. I
have hown a l:Ommltmenl to the po Ilion .
Over the past year. I was a member of the
budget committee which apportioned the
student fund among the vario u , groups .
Thi long and involved proce~s not onl}
allowed me to become acquainted with the
man y st udent group and their needs. bUI
allowed to be acquainted with the int ernal
processe of the SBA . 10reover. my con tant participation in and work on variou
SBA activities is indicitive of a commitment
to a job .
While it is imple to spew forth promise
in print. I believe my past action hows that
I will actively pursue my goals in the future .
My main goal is to restore the SBA to an effective representation of student opinion .
This can only be achieved through cooperation , commitment and action . Moreover. I
intend '0 push forward the reorganization
of the SBA through the Constitutional
amendment process started late this year.
However. I can only promi e to fulfill the
duties as Vice President as best as possible
and attempt to adequately represent the entire student body . In order to do o. I ask
for your VOle. your opinion and your help .

Published by BrooklynWorks, 2018

Craig S. Libson
Candidate for Secretary
nity Party
The important ingredient in the role of
the Secretary i~ not the ability to keep accurate book~ and reco rd ~ . but i~ the l:apacity to contri bute to the executive decision
and policie ~ of the Student Bar A~~ol:iation .
My wntaet with the variet y of st udent ~ al
Brooklyn Law School would allow me to
wntribute insight into the need ~ of individual student '3. special !>ludent group,.
and the st udent population as a whole . A,
the chool l:ontinues to go through va,t
changes. it is more important than ever to
make ~ure the SBA i~ aware or. and protel'tive of the ~ tudent s ' right and demand ~ .

Phyllis Radlauer
Candidate for Sel:retary

Orren Weisberg
Candida te for Treasurer
During the past school year I served the
student body a s both an S.B.A . represen tative and as the Fir t Year Executive Board
member . I am very familiar with the problems encountered by the S. B.A . during the
past year and my experience will help overcome the deficiencies.
My previous Executive Board experience
will be pa rticular ly valuable to my a b ility to
work effectively as Treasurer . I have
worked with the present money allocation
and know the process the S . B.A . has used
in evaluating budgets and req u ests . Additionally, it is important for the Executive
Board to work well together a s a group and
I believe Bernie . Michael. Phylli l> . Phil and
I will be able to do ~o .
There are already everal proposed
amendment s to the constitution and I
believe more changes sho uld be made . The
st udents s hould have an active role in certain aspect of the school administration.
such a s grading policies. cheduling and
faculty hiring \\ Itt:n tlte '>H .\ I~ rUIl mure
dlectl'vcly. ~t udcll! C(llIc.:rn' '" til be lIall died more cllcClI\d)

Kobert Rosenblatt
Candidate for
Unity Party

Trea~urer

My primary goal a~ Trea urer would be
utili ze the financial res()urce~ of the SBA
to improve o ur placement program. Wit h
th e aura of unempl oyment facing all but the
chosen fe w after three year or hard work .
the time ha ~ l:ome for ou r Plal:ement Office
to be more respo nsive to the needs o f the
, tudent ~. and th e alumni . Toward thi~ end.
I believe mor e career work,hop, desig ned
to appeal to a broad , pec trum of the ,tUdent body . s hould be utilized .
A~ an
xecutive Board Member. I will
see to it that all ,t udent group~ are treated
fairly and equitably . I-unding for sl:hool activitie~ mu s t be ba,ed on rational criteria.
not favoritism. My party and I tand ror
unity . not di v isi venes, .
Brooklyn Law School has a great deal to
offer and can reach it, potential. However
it will only be through a United and determined effort on all our pam will we be abl e
to maximize our education. while making it
an enjoyable experience a~ well .
to

Kin net McSween),
Candida te for ABA/LSD Re p resentative
The Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association is the nation's
largest professional student organization
with over 43,000 members. While membership recruitment is important to the
ABA / LSD it is not the hallmark of outstanding representation to BLS' entire SlUdent body . The ABA / LSD has much more
to offer than medical insurance . While this
is an asset to members, it is not the end-all
of the ABA' s myriad of resources available
to all students, members and non-members
alike .
In addit'i on to the wealth of opportunities
the organization presently offers. I would
like to see more ABA / LSD sponsored on
campus programs, such a ~ a film and lecture series . I do not believe however that
these should exclusively act as a vehicle fo~
ABA / LSD membership promotion . I
would also encourage all intere ted s tudents
to take advantage of the ABA / LSD' Law
School Service~ Fund Mat c hing Grant~.
This available fund i invaluable and a fanta tic way to off et the cost of any project
tha t any tudent organization might want to
undertake . (The ABA/ LSD i a tudent
organization . and a, such. sho uld work
together with other student organizations to
improve BLS' extracurricular and curricular intellectual climate .
As your ABA / L ' D rep . I will s tr ive to
conti nue the uperla tive work done by thi
year \ representative . In addition. I will
always be available and respon ive to stU dent input which I will advocate when
before any ABA / LS I) forum . I will do
everything possible to improve all facet of
law sc hool life and to facilitate the entry of
all law tudent into the legal profession . In
um. a s ABA / LSD repre e ntative, I will
endeavor to make available that t he stu dent
division of the largest legal profe sional
organization ha to offer .

THE 'JUSTINIAN
CONGRATULATES

THE
GRADUATING
CLASS OF 1984

"We need to be bold and adventursome in
our thinking to survive. " -William O. D ouglas

PROF. OF THE YEAR .
Continued f rom page 10

Mars ha Garrison :
George Johnson :
My name is Phyllb Radlauer and I am
"She i!. always well prepared for cla"
.. Sympathetic and car ing ... It wasa
running for ~ec retar y of the Student Ba r
and is very receptive to tudent who come comfort to know that when one had a proAs ociation . A an elected member of the
to see her in her office ."
blem with chool he wa willing to listen .
SBA thi!> pa~t year. I have familiari zed
Joel Gora :
myself with the workings of the ' BA and
Jerry Leitner :
" He is brigh t. timulating and the model
the duties or the ~ecretary a a member of
" Hi thespian style of pedagogy not o nly
of what a law profe sor hould be . He is convey the subject mat ter. but impresses it
the execut ive board .
never condescending nor doe, he ever try to upon the memory . He i, intelligent. l:harmThe S BA .:an be a more effel:tive tudent
u e student s as the butt of a adistic joke. ing and witty .,. acutel y aware of which
organi zati o n il communication between the
Hi cia se are always conduct ed on a pro- Ie son have a high potent ial for produci ng
elected members of the ' BA and the stufessional,
academically high level. .. ..
dent bo d . a s well as communication
narcolep y
his oratorical kills are an
among the elected members of the SBA
inspiration to would-be attorntes . ()uery :
Robert Habl :
it elf. i!> improved . The SBA is an organizawho is Louise and where did he get the dia"I'm loving him !"
tion made up of all the st udent at Brooklyn
mond tiara?"
"He create a nice mix of learning and inLaw School. The organization needs stu "I like him ."
quisitiveness that creates motivation in his
"He recognize the fact that we are tU dent UPPOrt and participation however.
students . "
dents, that we are in the process of learning
student cannot partici pate if they are
" . . . He encourages participation and ... he i a father figure."
unaware of what is happening within the
makes it clear what is and is not
SBA .
important.
..
Henry Lerner':
I am more than willing to inves t my time
He' s the bright spot in this dreary
" He is the most patient, unpretent iou .
and effort into making the SBA an
place ."
non-arrogant , organized teacher and a very
o rganization . hat revolve around the tu"Not only can he explain complicated decent dignified human being . "
dent body. keeps them informed. and enand sometimes boring issues to !'is class.
co urages participation .
but
he can do so with a sense of humor, Dean Raymond Lisle:
The SBA need unity and cohesiveness,
vivid imagination and great facial and hand
and I feel that I can help to further the e
" . . . exhaustive knowledge and love for
expressions
goals therefore enabling the SBA to take a
international law ."
moreadive and effed~erok .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SBA CANDIDATES SPEAK ON THE ISSUES
am. Gra....

PreaWat

Candidate for President
I am running for SBA President because
I would like to see the SBA become more of
a factor in the decision making process at
Brooklyn Law School. The only real opportunity that students have to act on their
concerns is through the SBA. I hope to
make the SBA a more effective organization that wiII be taken seriously by the Administration.
Specifically, I wi11 push for a definite
grading policy and a grading review procedure so that a "Holzer Con. Law Fiasco"
can be avoided . The SBA constitution is an
unworkable mess that prevents needed flexibility and causes undue delays . There
should be increased student participation
on faculty committees and the SBA should
be coordinating the student participation .
The people I am running with, Michael
Schreiber, Orren Weisberg, Phyllis Radlauer and Phil Goglas all share a commit ment to a more workable SBA next year
and are intere ted in making the same
changes.
I have been an active SBA member in the
last two years and I feel that I am the candidate most able to represent student interests . My experience and familiarity with
the SBA will make a more productive SBA
next year.

Jay Sloane
Bernie Graham
John Cordero

Calldidates for SBA Ellt~udve Board
Day Vice Pres.
Eve Vke Pres
TreaMlftr
Howard Wynn
Rob Rosenblatt
Orren Weisberg,
Michael Schreiber Philip Goglas
Amelia Urygier Valerie Bailey
Jeannette Diaz
David Murph~

SKretary
Craig Lipson
Phyllis Radlauer
Scott Pollock

Elections will be in the lobby . Polling hours on Monday, May 7th and Tuesday May 8th
are (a) 9 am-JO am; (b) 12 noon-2 pm; and (c) 5 pm-6 pm . Election shall be by a plurctlity of
the valid votes cast for the office except that in the event the pluralit)is less than 40 percent
of the valid votes cast for the office, or 10 the event of a tie vote, a run-off election between
the candidates with the two highest totals shall be held .'; The candidate with the plurality of
the votes cast for the office at the run-off election shall be declared elected. If a candidate
elegible for the run-off election withdraws, the other eligible candidate shall be declared
elected.
(·Wednesday May 9th in the lobby between the hours of 9 am-II am)
NOle: Though the fir 1 three lines have elected 10 run on a slate together, each candidate
stan<ls alone . Therefore you are not required to vote for all of the candidates on anyone '
slate and may instead pick and choose between them .

.. ............. .
~

Jay saoa.
Candidate for President
Unity Party
As a candidate for President of the Student Bar Association I want the students of
Brooklyn Law School to know that my
I. to r.: Bernie (;raham, Phil (;oglas, Orren Weisberg, Michael Schreiber, Phyllis Radlauer.
main concern is with making this school a
Nut pictured: John t"ulcarelli.
place where all the students are confident
that their individual rights are being protected and where we can also be confident
that the school is giviong us the best law
education available while producing maximum job opportunities for the students .
BLS' Student Placement facilities must
devote individual attention to all students
and not only produce jobs for studnets in
the top JO percent of the class and on the
Law Review .
I believe in equal opportunity for
students in all areas of Law School life,
whether it be curricular or extra-curricular
activities, whether it involves older and
younger students, whether you are male or
female, and whether you are in the top half
of the class or the bottom half. BLS
presently has the resources and student interest to created other law journals in areas
of interest not covered by Law Review and
the International Law Journal , so that
more students will have their work published without high grades as a criteria for
participation.
I. 10 r. : John Corderu, Amelia (;r)gier, Valerie 8aile~ . Jeanelle Uiaz. SCIIII "ulllld..
I strongly support BLS' development of a
childcare facility . However, students must
be given the opportunity to work and participate in the facility , because this is
necessary in order to assure a stable and
long continuing program .
.
Additionally , I believe the tudents' voice
must finally be heard regarding the fall
semester's final exam forma t. It 's time that
students be allowed 10 enjoy their winter
holiday. We can accomplish this by completing exams before Christmas.

................

~

For statements of the
other candidates,
turn to page 11.
I. to r.: Ja} Sloane. Huward W~· nn. Hub
https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1984/iss4/1

Rosenblall. Craig l.ibson

Dh'enhy of a.dlIfCHlM-U.ity of Goal
"THE COALITION"· comprises a slate
of candidates who have joined forces , in
spite of our differencs, to speak as one
voice, for the good of all BLS students.
We are students from diverse
backgrounds and affiliations who recognize
that the SBA is the only real, collective
voice of the student body . If that voice is
not representative of all BLS students, if it
lacks depth, authority and direction, then
BLS students have no voice at all.
It is partly because the SBA has not
spoken unequivocally and with authority
on vital issues that the voice of the student
body has not been a significant factor in administration policies. When tuition is raised
is it too much to ask that we, the students,
who must pay that increase, be consulted?
Particularly when that increase will help
subsidize the merit scholarship program .
If grading policies and curriculum will indirectly affect our careers and quality of life
shouldn't our input be indispensable to any
decisions affecting these vital areas?
We, the members of " THE COALITlON" , will provide stong, articulate and
effective leadership as advocates for a better BLS for all students . We will speak with
one voice to insure that your interests are
not overlooked when decisions are made .

A«o. . talHlity
Accountability is a two-way street. Since
we recognize the need for the administration to be more accountable to the student
body we must also recognize the need for
the SBA to be more accountable to its constituents. To improve SBA we advocate and
will implement if elected, the following
positive changes: SBA will hold regular
monthly meetings whose agenda will be
posted in advance so that delegates and
!Students in general will have ample time to
;attend and haye their views heard . As a further method of insuring that students are
kept abreast of SBA activities we wish to institute a regular SBA column in the Justinian .

SlIItAe•• Sen-ices
The SBA is also a provider of student services . As such we will continue the BOOK
CO-OP and reinstitute the ANNUAL STU DENT EVALUATION 'OF FACULTY
PERFORMANCE .
We will work closely with the PLACEMENT OFFICE to develop ideas for
increasing JOB OPPORTUNITIES and
ALUMNI NETWOR ING .
Finally, we will continue and improve the
time-honored tradition of SBA parties that
have proved both popular and profitable in
the past.

Ex,erie1lCe alld De4kado.
"THE COALITION " seeks your support not only because we are confident that
the diversity of our backgrounds and interests will insure that all BLS students will be
represented but also because we have a
combined total of more than 15 years experience in student organizations: 20 years
of community service; the respect and support of the organizations to which we
belong and, the dedication and determination to work long and hard in your interest
for the greater good of all.
On May 7th and 8th vote for " THE COALlTION" . . .
JOHN CORDERO FOR PRESIDENT
AMELIA GRYGI E R FOR VI C E PRESIDENT
SCOTT POLLOCK FOR SECRET AR Y
JEANETTE DIAZ FOR TREASU RER
VALERIE BAILEY FOR EVENING
VICE PRESIDENT
SUPPORT THE TICKET THAT WILL
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE ..
VOTE "THE COALITION "
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